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(OPTIONAL) What is your email?

In the three official system, during the
handshake line the referee should…
(Look in HWRD Resources-Procedures,
Handshake Line)

Correct

 a) wait at the timekeeper's box

 b) be close to one of the linesperson

 c) be just far enough away so you can
watch for big events

 d) leave the ice immediately. You are
done.

Select the option that best describes
"Home Base" (See "endzone
positioning" in HWRD Resources-
Positioning)

Correct

 a) Somewhere around the bottom of the
circle; puck is on the far side of the ice.

 b) Very near the net; there is a scramble
for a loose puck near the goal or goal crease

 c) Back against the boards, below the
faceoff dot; Puck is on your side of the ice.

According to "The How-To of No Change
Icing" (Found in HWRD Resources-
Procedures), what is most important
when determining which players stay on
the ice?

Correct

 a) take as long as you need to get the
right players on the ice.

 b) identify as many players of the
offending team on the ice as possible but do
not create a delay trying to figure who was
on the ice at the time of the icing.

 c) who cares. Just drop the puck.

Which side of the net should the referee
in the three-official system (or the 2-
official system official in the end-zone)
stand for the penalty shot? (Resources

Correct
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stand for the penalty shot? (Resources
Home Page: HCOP 4-10)

 a) neither side. Stand right behind the net
to watch the player come down the ice.

 b) on the side of the net that is the same
side as the player's stick blade

 c) on the side of the net that is opposite
side of the player's stick blade

During an altercation in the two official
system, what should the official who
does not blow the whistle do? (HCOP 4-
5)

Correct

 a) get in there and break it up.

 b) retreat to the penalty bench to report
penalties to the timekeeper immediately.

 c) take up a position to see the players
involved, the other players, and the benches
(similar to a position taken by the referee in
the 3-official system) while also being close
enougth to talk the players out of the scrum.

 d) remove all the players that are not
"fighting" to their benches (goalies stay in
their creases) using your voice and physical
presence

At the end of the game, the buzzer goes.
In the three-official system, the referee
should…(HWRD Resources, HCOP 4-5)

Correct

 a) get as close to the players as possible
to break up any scrums

 b) stay far away to see everything

 c) take up a position on the ice to see as
much as possible but still maintain presence
by being close enough to talk to the players
on the ice

Which penalties require the official to
write a game report following the game?
(HWRD Resources, HCOP 4-4)

Correct

 a) Match Penalty

 b) Double minor

 c) Game Ejection

 d) Gross Misconduct

 e) Game Misconduct



 f) all of the above

 g) All except B

 h) A, D, and E

Who is responsible for conducting
center ice face-offs at the beginning of
periods or after goals? (HCOP 4-4 found
on the Learning Resources Page)

Correct

 a) the referee in the three-official system

 b) the linesperson in the three-official
system

 c) either of the officials in the two-official
system

 d) either a) or c) depending on the system

Between periods (when there is a flood)
or after the game a linesperson escorts
both teams to the dressing rooms (as
she should). What is the responsibility of
the linesperson? (There is no clear
answer to this one, but the best answer
is based on the following information in
the HCOP manual found on the HWRD
resource home page; "presence"
discussed on 4-6, "Reporting" discussed
on 5-9, and Verbal/Non-Verbal
Communication on page 4-11).

Correct

 a) watch for any infractions, mentally
record, and report to the referee

 b) physically intervene in any yelling or
pushing that occurs

 c) Verbally intervene as needed (calmly
and assertively) but maintain your physical
position between the two dressing rooms.

 d) Verbally intervene as needed (calmly
and assertively) by walking down to one of
the teams' dressing rooms.

 e) all of the above

 f) a & d only

 g) a & c only

 h) c or d, but it is not the linesperson's job
to report penalties in the hallway

What is the best description of the
official shaking hands with coaches at



official shaking hands with coaches at
the end of the game? (Look in HWRD
Resources-Procedures, Handshake Line)

Correct

 a) This is part of your responsibility every
time the games ends.

 b) Never.

 c) If it is practical but your main
responsibility is to manage the players on
the ice to ensure a safe exit…if you are
managing the players you will probably not
interact with the coach as you will be moving
on the ice to maintain presence
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